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ABSTRACT

Surveys have long indicated that individuals value their online privacy [29] but research about users’ beliefs with respect to privacy
implications of their own behaviors shows a disconnect between
belief and reality [21, 20]. Thus, not surprisingly, research focused only on behavior shows that people do not act in a privacypreserving manner which is inconsistent with their expressed preferences. One of the reasons for such a differential user behavior is
information asymmetry and users’ uncertainty about the data collected by software services in the background [2]. Also, privacy
preferences are not isolated but rather a function of the benefits of
sharing information.

Transmission of personally identifiable information from smartphone apps has become ubiquitous as smartphones themselves. Privacy controls provided in the form of permissions warnings falls
insufficient especially for communicating risk during app installation. Presenting easy to understand privacy risk icons/cues would
help people make low risk app choices. However, the human factor requirements for designing such privacy risk icons are largely
unknown. Towards this, we conducted a user experiment with 480
participants who made a series of app choices with/without privacy priming and with/without privacy risk communicating icons.
Overall, presenting risk communicating icons along with app benefit icons had a significant effect on user app choices in terms of riskbenefit trade-off. We found that one type of privacy icon framing
led to mediocre app choices under particular conditions. We found
that priming for privacy led to increased concern while choosing
apps but did not have an augmenting effect on final app choices
when combined with certain type of privacy framing. We conclude
by proposing human factor based recommendations for designing
privacy risk communicating icons.

1.

Desirable personalization through data compilations is common in
smartphone applications. However, usage of personal information
in direct opposition to users’ privacy preferences is also common.
Excessive access to personal information by apps has been found
in both iOS [15, 4] and Android [18, 8, 17, 36, 5]. Disclosure
of information for obtaining personalized services can therefore be
characterized as privacy bargain ideally made through risk/benefit
trade-off [1, 25, 33]. In some cases, such a bargain is necessary,
benign, and even desirable but in other cases it could lead to invasion, discrimination, and even exclusion [2]. Making an informed,
risk aware app installation decision based on risk/benefit trade-off
analysis poses as a difficult task for general users because risk and
benefits of Android apps are often intangible and asymmetric [22].

INTRODUCTION

Smartphones have now become a source of continuous personal
data for businesses, advertising services and even malicious third
parties. Much of this data stream originates from apps and datadriven, personalized services running on smartphones and includes
personally identifiable information such as location information,
search queries, personal messages, personal media (e.g photos and
videos), health information (health tracking information) and financial information. While governmental and corporate location
tracking and data compilations (such as with metadata) have led
to widespread distress, many users are unaware of the amount of
personal data sent to unknown third parties from their own smartphones. High profile events, such as the indictment of the CEO of
Stealthgenie [26], sometimes bring these issues to the fore. However, such apps’ based privacy risks still remains largely vague to
users making app installation decisions on a day-to-day basis.

Different OS providers use different approaches to inform customers
about privacy risks. Google in their Android OS presented a complete list of permission warnings after app selection and before installation. The list was entirely based on the information present in
a manifest provided by the developer. However with Android 6.0,
Google has adopted Apple iOS like permissions model wherein
permission warning prompts are presented at the first access to a
certain resource by an app. Such run time warnings are known
for habituation effects in users causing them to ignore and click
through warnings [35, 16]. Neither permissions-based model has
proven to be effective in communicating risk to the users [4].
For usable and secure mobile systems, it is imperative that risk is
communicated only when user intervention is absolutely necessary
(when risk is unavoidable or when user preference/decision is required to proceed) [14]. When necessary, risk must be communicated early on in the decision making process along with other
relevant decision variables [24, 31]. Following these simple, usercentric principles would empower all users to make quick and low
risk app choices with little to none uncertainty. Excessive risk
warnings during and after installation will only lead to habituation
and consequently disregard from users.
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In this paper, we present our investigation on the effect of prim-
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ing for online privacy and privacy risk communicating icons on
user risk behavior during app installation in Android. We investigated the interacting effects of privacy risk communication and privacy priming on user app choices measured in terms of risk-benefit
trade-off. We compare effectiveness of two types of privacy icon
designs. We conclude by proposing human factors based recommendations for designing privacy icons for smartphone apps.

2.

has been little to none empirical work on its effect on Android app
choices. To fill this gap, we conducted an Internet-based user experiment to measure the influence of privacy priming and privacy
risk framing on Android app choices.

3.

METHOD

An interactive Android play store simulation was developed for the
experiment. It was a simulation of play store as in Android v5.0
(a.k.a lollipop) in which the list of app permissions is displayed
just before app installation. At the time of experiment, Google’s
new permission model in Android v6.0 (a.k.a Marshmallow) was
not unveiled and therefore was not explored. This system (see Figure 1) was a simulation of play store interfaces and navigation capabilities used in exploring and installing apps on Android based
phones. The simulation system was designed using actual images

RELATED WORK

Android users have to pay attention to permission warnings, read
and comprehend them to consequently make risk-aware app installation decision but past research has shown that people usually ignore or pay little attention to the permissions warnings in Android
[19]. It was found that only 17% of participants self-reported to
have paid attention to the permissions and 42% of participants were
even unaware of the existence of permissions. One of the primary
reasons for such a user behavior could stem from users’ habituation
to warning dialogs wherein users have habituated to ignore digital
warnings in general [32, 35, 16, 10]. Similarly, due to habituation,
past research has also found that users click through most of the
smartphone permissions warnings and therefore gain no awareness
about the resources being used by the apps [12, 9]. Such a lack
of awareness is not constrained to Android based phones but also
to other smartphone operating system platforms such as Apple iOS
[28]. In addition to users’ inattention towards permissions warnings, past research have also found that Android users do not fully
comprehend the permissions presented to them during the application installation process [19]. They found that only a few participants carefully read the permissions requested and made decisions
about whether to install an app or not based on the permissions requested by the application. One reason for such a seemingly risk
seeking behavior is that majority of smartphone users are security
naive and therefore are not qualified to make an informed decision
considering all the security risks. Hence they require simpler, easy
to comprehend, visual cues to make risk averse app choices on a
day to day basis.

Figure 1: Screenshots of the three simulated Android play store
interfaces
of Google play store and images used by real apps on play store.
The simulation included three main screens used during app installation decision process: page with the list of apps, individual app
description page and app permissions page. Similar to real world
play store, the first page on simulation showed a list of apps belonging to a certain category. On selecting an app, the second page
with corresponding app details and download count was displayed.
Finally, when the user chose to install an app, the corresponding
permissions page was displayed. At this point, the participant had
two choices, to either install the app or go back to the list of apps.
On choosing to install, the participant was taken back to the screen
containing list of apps but with a status message "installed" appearing next to app that was chosen as it appears in the actual play store
interface. Furthermore, the permissions for a category of apps were
based on actual permissions requested by the apps in that category.
The system was fully interactive such that the participants had the
ability to go back and forth between pages as they would do on
actual Android phones. They were also allowed to change their
choices and uninstall the previously installed apps. The participant
could uninstall and install other apps in a particular category until
he/she moves on to make choices in the next category of apps.

Past work on risk communication in Android has focused on divergent approaches to improve the permissions interface which includes using simplified text [7], explanations with additional text
[24], explanation of warnings with examples [23] and also using
visual cues that represents the threat level of the permissions requested [7, 13, 11]. Past research particularly on visual cues has
compared framing [34] of visual cues: negative framing versus positive framing. In one research [13], subjects were asked to compare
positive framing of risk communication against negative framing
and found that presenting visual cues with positive framing differed significantly from negative framing on how users made risk
based app decisions. In this experiment, the effect of framing was
measured by presenting subjects with the same app repeatedly and
by asking to make a comparison between the two scales (negative
and positive). In another research [11] subjects were asked to make
choices either based on positive framing or negative framing of risk
and found that subjects made better choices with positive framing
in comparison to negative framing. However, the experiment did
not have a control condition to compare the effectiveness of presence of risk cues against no visual risk cues. Hence, it is inconclusive from little past research whether framing of privacy cues has
a significant effect on app choices. We also hypothesize that there
are other variables at play here that mediates the effect of privacy
risk framing on app choices such as individuals’ privacy attitudes.
Past work on permission warning design in Android[19] has theorized the importance of privacy attitudes and motivation but there

For experimental control and to reduce confounds arising from differences in screen size and layout, participants were instructed to
perform all the experimental tasks using an Internet browser on a
desktop/laptop machine with the simulation interface centered and
scaled to the size of a standard large smartphone screen dimensions.
Furthermore, only native Android users or users with Android OS
2

experience was encouraged to participate in the experiment to reduce confounds that might stem from lack of familiarity with Android OS. This was achieved by using a questionnaire based screening process at the start of the experiment.

and padlock. Privacy priming was the other independent variable
and it had two levels: Privacy primed and not-primed for privacy.

3.1

480 participants from Amazon mechanical turk participated in the
study of which 233 were females and 247 were males with an average 31 years of age. Participants at the start of experiment (after accepting “HIT" on MTurk) responded to questions about their
age and familiarity to different smartphone operating systems (such
as iOS, Android and WINDOWS). Participants who self-reported
their age to be above 18 and who self-reported to be familiar with
the Android OS were only allowed to participate in the experiment.
Participants were presented with information about the study and
was informed that taking part in this study was voluntary. Participants, on providing consent to participate, were randomly assigned
to one of the 8 experimental conditions such that there were 60 participants in each condition at the end of the study. On completion,
all participants were paid $2.50 for their participation in the experiment. The study procedures were approved by Indiana university’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB) for human subjects’ research.

3.5

Apps

Apps used in the simulation were actual apps from Google play
store. Apps that were ranked 75 and above on the Google play
store at the time of experiment was chosen for simulation to reduce
biases in choices due to app popularity and recognition. Apps belonging to eight categories of apps were used in the simulation and
they were: “Password Manager", “Ebook Reader", “File Manager",
“Messenger", “Puzzle Games", “Fitness", “Dating" and “Photo Editor". For each category, eight number of apps were presented to the
participant.

Based on the experimental condition assigned, fifty percent of the
participants were presented with the privacy priming questionnaire
(IUIPC privacy questionnaire [27]) at the start of the experiment.
Remaining participants did not receive the IUIPC privacy questionnaire. The next step in the experiment involved using the Android play store simulation environment to make several application choices. Prior to using the simulation environment, participants were provided specific but simple set of instructions on using
the simulation environment. Since only native Android users were
encouraged to participate, the learning curve to get accustomed
with the system was hypothesized to be short. In the simulation,
the participants were presented with eight categories of apps with
eight apps in each category displayed in a randomized order. Each
category of apps were presented to the participant one after another.
Two levels for each of the three experiment variables: app rating,
privacy/risk score and download count, were used as attributes for
apps in the simulation environment, making the possible number
of variable combinations to be 8 (23 ). The 8 combinations of the
variable set app rating, privacy/risk score, download count) were
randomly assigned to the 8 apps in each category such that each
app in a particular category had exactly one of the 8 possible variable set combinations. App rating and risk score ranged between
1 and 5 with two levels: 2 represents low-medium app rating/lowmedium risk score and 4 represents high-medium user rating/highmedium risk score. Similarly two levels of download count was
used: fifty thousand and hundred thousand downloads. Very low
or very high app rating or risk score values such as 1 and 5 were
not used. Similarly very low or high download values such as in
hundreds or in millions were avoided. This was done to ensure the
attributes associated with apps were realistic and also to recreate
the complexity of making risk benefit trade-off decisions with real
world apps. Participants were instructed to choose 4 of the 8 available apps to install in each category. After the selection of 4 apps
in a particular category, the participant had the option to move to
the next category containing next set of apps. There was no rigorous time constraints placed on participants to make the four app
choices in each category. Participants were given upto an hour to
complete all the experimental tasks.

Figure 2: Screenshots of the three risk cues used in the experiment.
Risk cues were presented alongside app ratings in the app list page.

3.2

Privacy Risk Cues

We compared three different visual cues (Figure 2) for communicating privacy risk: None, Emoticons, Eyes and Padlocks. No
visual cue to communicate privacy/risk was the control condition.
Emoticon based cue was included in the experiment because emoticons are the widely used modes of social cues for online communication by smartphone and Internet users. Cue with eyes was included because it is also a type of social cue that is innately used
to identify human emotions [3]. Finally, padlock was included in
the experiment because it has been shown that mental models of
non-experts in security overwhelmingly associate computer secuity with physical security [6]. The two social cues (Emoticons and
Eyes) were presented on the risk scale whereas Padlock (security
mental model based cue) was presented on the privacy scale. The
risk scale was negative framing wherein higher values on the scale
represented higher risk (less privacy) and lower values represented
lower risk (more privacy). On the other hand, privacy scale was
positive framing wherein higher values on scale represented more
privacy and lower values on the scale represented less privacy.

3.3

Privacy Priming

Privacy Attitude (concern for online privacy) was manipulated by
priming participants about online privacy before they performed
app choices in the simulation environment. Privacy priming in
this experimental context was done using a concise version of the
IUIPC (Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns) questionnaire [27]. Text or video based descriptions to prime for privacy
concerns was not used because memory recall (about individual’s
concern for privacy) would be better through test like instruments
[30] such as the IUIPC scale. The goal was to prime the users for
privacy to augment their concern for privacy online.

3.4

Experiment Procedure

Experiment Design

The experiment was a 4X2 between subjects experiment design.
The framing of visual cues to communicate privacy/risk score was
one of the independent variable and it had four levels. The four
levels of privacy/risk cue includes no cue, frown face, human eyes

Participants were specifically instructed to choose 4 apps in each
category because only 4 of the 8 combination of variables has atleast
two variables with desirable values (e.g., high app rating, low risk
or high download count) and the remaining 4 apps would have one
3

Figure 3: Mean values of app rating of choices across the eight experimental conditions. Horizontal black line is for mid-point reference.

Figure 4: Mean values of privacy score of choices across eight experimental conditions. Horizontal black line is for mid-point reference.

or none of the variables with a desirable value. Hence, having participants select 4 apps as opposed to choosing one or two apps per
category would help in measuring the extent of effect of cue and/or
priming on app choices. With each app choice, the availability of
good app choices reduces leading to choice complexity especially
while choosing the fourth app. If the effect of cue and/or priming
is strong, it can be hypothesized that the participants would choose
all four apps with desirable risk and benefits values.

4.

of the effect of risk communicating cues and privacy priming on
app choices. The three dependent app variables (app rating, privacy/risk score and download count) were recorded on different
scales in the simulation. Therefore, values for all three variables
measured from all experiment conditions were normalized to be in
the same range of 2 to 4 with 2 representing app choices with lowmedium app rating/low-medium privacy score/low-medium download count and 4 representing app choices with high-medium app
rating/high-medium privacy score/high-medium download count.
Then, for each participant and at each choice level, the privacy
score, app rating and download-count values of chosen apps were
averaged across the 8 categories of apps. Since values of three app
variables were either 2 or 4, on averaging, the mean values close to
2 and 2.5 (floor) indicate that the majority of app choices were of
low app rating or less privacy offered (or high risk) or less downloaded. Mean values close to 3.5 and 4 indicates that the majority of app choices were of high app rating or high privacy offered
or more downloaded. Finally mean values around 3 indicates inconclusive/indeterminate choices (a combination of high and low
choices) where the choices don’t excel either in terms of app rating
or privacy or download count.

RESULTS

We received responses from almost equal percentage of males and
females (48.65%) between the ages of 18 to 75. The average age of
participants was 31 years. Data from 42 participants were excluded
from analysis because they either chose only the top 4 appearing
apps for more than 4 categories and/or completed the entire study
in a very short duration (under 5 minutes). These metrics were
used as indicators for participant’s lack of cognitive effort put towards making app choices. Analysis was conducted on data from
the remaining 438 participants.
App choices were recorded as a set of three app variables (app rating, privacy/risk score and download count) at each of the 4 choice
levels (First, Second, Third and Fourth choices). Analysis was conducted at each of the four choice levels to measure the strength

Figure 3 is a graph of mean values of app rating for all four app
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choices in all eight experimental conditions. As it can be seen, app
rating of all four app choices in the control condition (when primed
or not primed for privacy) was between 3.5 and 4 which indicates
a strong influence of app rating in all four choices in the control
conditions (when there are no cues to communicate risk). In conditions containing risk cues (both risk and privacy framed cues),
app rating of the first two app choices was between 3.5 and 4 indicating the influence of app rating whereas the mean app rating
of third and fourth app choices in these conditions were close to 3
indicating inconclusive effect of app rating on third and fourth app
choices. Mean values of download count for all four app choices
in all eight experimental conditions was analyzed. Mean download
count of chosen apps was found to be close to 3.0 across all eight
conditions indicating inconclusive effect of download count on all
app choices. Figure 4 is a graph of mean values of privacy score for
all four app choices in all eight experimental conditions. As it can
be seen, mean privacy score for all four choices in the control condition (both primed and not primed for privacy) is close to 3. Although, the privacy score of choices in primed control condition is
marginally higher than privacy score of choices in non-primed control condition. In comparison, mean privacy score of app choices in
the three conditions with risk communicating cues has a lot more
variability between conditions. Specifically, in the condition which
used padlock for risk communication and also primed participants
for privacy, the privacy score of all four app choices was close to
3.5 indicating a strong influence of privacy score on app choices.
In comparison, in other conditions with risk cues, we don’t observe
such a strong influence of privacy score on all four app choices.

first made all four app choices inside their head and later made actual app installations one by one. Therefore, time taken to make the
first choice was considered as indicative of time taken to decide the
four app choices. Average time taken to make the first app choice
was compared across the eight experimental conditions as show in
Figure 5. As it can be seen in Figure 5, irrespective of the type
of risk communication cue, participants when primed for privacy
spent significantly more amount of time in making app choices (20
seconds more in average).

Figure 5: Average time taken to make app choices across the eight
experimental conditions

5.

DISCUSSION

Our work aimed at measuring the effect of privacy priming and risk
communicating cues on Android app installation decisions. App
choices in Android can widely differ depending on the availability
The three variables (app rating, privacy score and download count)
of easy to comprehend risk information early on in the app installathat describe the app choices were found to violate normality assumptions (Shapiro-Wilk’s W<0.96 p<0.01). Hence, the non-parametric tion decision process. Participants in the control condition (with no
risk communicating cues) made app choices predominantly based
alternative to ANOVA called Kruskal-Wallis test was employed to
on benefits (app rating) while the influence of risk information in
measure and compare the effect of risk communicating cues and
the form of install time permissions request was found to be miniprivacy priming on app choices. Since, Kruskal-Wallis test canmal. Consistent with past research, it can be inferred that it is easier
not be applied to a factorial design, the 4X2 between subject facfor people to rely on app rating to make app choices when it is diftorial design was transformed to perform one-way non-parametric
ficult to assess the risk through privacy permission disclosures. In
ANOVA test between 8 experimental conditions: “Control-Primed",
“Control-NonPrimed", “Frown-Primed", “Frown-NonPrimed", ”Eyes- contrast, when participants were presented with risk communicatPrimed", “Eyes-NonPrimed", “Lock-Primed" and “Lock-NonPrimed". ing cues alongside app ratings, participants were found to choose
more number of apps by incorporating both risk and benefits inforKruskal-Wallis test on app rating revealed that there was no sigmation.
nificant effect of risk communicating cues and privacy priming on
The effect of priming for privacy by itself was found to have less
the first app choice across the eight experimental conditions (χ2 =
influence on app choices in terms of risk and benefits. As it can be
11.3, df=7, p = 0.12). A significant effect of risk communicating
seen in Figure 4, participants in the control condition (with no risk
cues and privacy priming was observed on app rating on the second
communicating cues), when primed for privacy, made their first
app choice (χ2 = 20.9, df=7, p <0.01), third app choice (χ2 = 83.2,
choice incorporating both risk and benefits information marginally
df=7, p<0.01) and fourth app choice (χ2 = 55.4, df=7, p <0.01).
better than participants who were not primed for privacy. HowKruskal-Wallis test on privacy score revealed that there was a sigever, the effect of priming was found to deteriorate beyond the first
nificant effect of risk communicating cue and privacy priming on
choice. After the first choice, participants in the control condition
privacy score on the first app choice (χ2 = 63.9, df=7, p < 0.01)
who were primed for privacy fell back to making choices predomsecond app choice (χ2 = 49.7, df=7, p <0.01), third app choice
inantly based on app rating (benefits) similar to participants who
(χ2 = 28.7, df=7, p <0.01) and also fourth app choice (χ2 = 21.9,
were not primed for privacy. Time taken to make app choices indidf=7, p <0.01). Kruskal-Wallis test on download count variable
cated an effect of privacy priming. When participants were primed
revealed that there was no significant effect of cue and priming on
for privacy, they took significantly more amount of time in making
download count on the first (χ2 = 1.8, df=7, p= 0.96) and fourth
2
app decisions (20 seconds more in average). It could be theorized
app choices (χ = 4.7, df=7, p=0.68). Although, a significant efthat priming for privacy could be leading to increased concern in
fect of cue and priming on download count on the second (χ2 = 15,
participants but without appropriate risk communicating cues, peodf=7, p=0.03) and third app choices (χ2 = 18, df=7, p=0.01) was
ple are unable to understand the risk implications of apps, failing
detected.
to make consistent risk aware app choices.
Time taken to make app choices was measured. Preliminary analOverall, framing cues in terms of privacy (positive framing) offered
ysis showed that participants spent most amount of time in making
by apps lead to better app choices in comparison to framing in terms
the first choice which in turn indicated that most of the participants
of risk to one’s privacy. As it can be seen in Figure 3 & Figure 4,
5

when participants made choices using cues framed in terms of risk
(frowny-face and eyes), the first two app choices (while there are
more available apps to choose from) were clearly based on both risk
and benefits information. However, beyond the first two choices, as
the number of available app options reduced, their app choices appears to be inconsistent wherein they neither excel in terms of app
rating (benefits) nor in terms of risk rating. In comparison, when
participants were presented with cues communicating privacy offered by the apps (using padlocks), decisions on the first two app
choices were clearly based on both risk and benefits, similar to app
choices made participants using risk framed cues. However, the
third and fourth app choices made by participants using privacy
framed cues differs from participants using risk framed cues. As
it can be seen in Figure 3, we observe a interaction effect of privacy priming in participants in the privacy framed cue condition
(padlock condition). Participants using privacy framed cues and
who were primed for privacy made the third and fourth choice predominantly based on risk indicating the strong influence of privacy
framed risk cues on app choices over other variables such as app
rating. However, we do not observe same level of effect in participant using privacy framed cues but were not primed for privacy.

To sustain user trust towards privacy risk communicating cues, it
may be beneficial to have a two pronged approach to risk communication in smartphones: (1) present risk communication for apps
when the underlying risk assessment is reliable, (2) no risk communication for apps with ambiguous risk assessment allowing people
to make better choices atleast based on app ratings and reviews as
opposed to misleading them.
We finally conclude by proposing the following five human factor
based requirements for designing privacy risk communicating cues
based on this work and other past work on risk communication in
Android.
1. Privacy communicating icons should be presented early in
the decision making process: while people compare apps to
choose and install
2. The scale of privacy communicating icons should be consistent with other indicators such as app-rating and download
count
3. Privacy communicating icons should be in terms of privacy
offered by the app/software

Results from this work indicates that cues and scales for communicating privacy risk must be carefully chosen to help users make
informed app choices because presenting risk/privacy score in association with other metrics such as app rating could lead to nonintuitive app choices and that different cues and scales can have different degrees of effect on app choices. When people have several
good app options available to choose from, we found that any form
of privacy risk communication cue or icon (irrespective of framing)
will lead to app choices that excel both in terms of risk and benefits. However, when users have to make difficult app choices (when
there are only mediocre app options to choose from), both framing of privacy risk cue and individuals’ privacy attitude (manipulated through privacy priming) plays a crucial role in app choices.
In difficult choice situations, framing cues/icons in terms of privacy offered by the app could lead to more risk averse app choices.
Participants who were primed for privacy in the experiment would
represent people holding strong concerns towards online privacy
and people who have strong concerns towards online privacy would
benefit from making app installing decision using visual cues that
are framed in terms of privacy offered by the app. Although augmenting concern about one’s privacy is not easy as they are largely
governed by individual differences and past experiences. One explanation for better performance with privacy framed cues in participants primed for privacy could be that the privacy framed cue
was displayed on the same scale as app rating (higher the better)
and therefore did not require mental rotations from people for incorporating risk and benefit information in making decisions. It
could also be hypothesized that the privacy score was communicated using padlocks which has been found to be representative of
user mental models of security [6].

4. Privacy communicating icons should align with user mental
models of security
5. Privacy communication should be trustworthy: Risk communication may be avoided when the underlying assessment of
an app’s privacy risk is ambiguous or inaccurate.
Future research on privacy risk communication needs to further explore the significance of each of these five requirements on people’s privacy risk decisions during app installation. Future research
is also necessary to identify other crucial human factors based requirements for designing privacy risk communicating cues.

6.
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